National Service Scheme

Regular Activities
(2015-2016)

According to the guidelines of Savitribai Phule Pune University NSS department and principal of our college we are trying our level best in order to inculcate good habits of social work in the student along with the academics. Which keeping this things in mind the department of NSS organized varies programmes in the academic year 2015-2016.

Yoga Day - The NSS Unit of College celebrated International Yoga Day on 21st June 2015 in the college premises. The NSS volunteers along with NSS programme officers assembled for the function at the multipurpose hall at 6:45 am sharp. The function started at 7:00 am in the morning with the lighting of the traditional lamp by the Principal.

The International Yoga Celebration began with a Prarthana, followed by a welcome address by the College Principal. Sports Director of the College, Shri. Apgal patel and Chavan Appasaheb took the lead in conducting the yoga programme. Before starting the Asanas and pranayama, he stressed the importance of yoga in our day to day life which offers holistic rejuvenation to our body, mind and soul. Yogacharya demonstrated following Asanas such as Neck movement, Trunk movement, Knee movement, Urdtadasan, Vrukshasan, Trikonassan, Urdchakrasan, Vajrasan, Shashkassan, Urdhmachundrasan, Padahastasan, urdhastasan, Shetubhadasan, Pawan puktasan, shawasan to the students and teachers. He also explained the manner in which it should be done, the precautions to be taken and the likely effect they have on the body and mind. This was followed by pranayama such as Bhastrika, Kapalbhati, Anulom-vilom. All the Asanas and pranayamas were enthusiastically done by the Volunteers and teachers. Around 110 Volunteers and 10 teachers participated in the programme.
Clean India Campaign (Swaccha va Swastha Bharat Abhiyan)

On 8/8/2015 and 21/8/2015 College NSS Volunteers Participated in Swaccha va Swastha Bharat Abhiyan on these day volunteers clean college Grounds; Lawns, Roads, Laboratories, Library and classrooms. Loni Village Road sides, and adopted village were clean. In this activity 190 NSS Volunteers and 8 NSS programme officers were participated.

Dr. P. M. Dighe, Dr. R. G. Rasal and all the Programme officers were present in the clean India campaign.
Cleaning of college Ground and Lawns

**Road safety Campaign (Abhiyan)**

Road Safety Public Awareness Campaign was started in college on 7th Oct. 2015. Hon. Shree Vinod Patil, PSI, Loni guided volunteers on various rules of road safety and how to drive vehicle carefully. Volunteers organised rally in Loni and gave information to riders through posters. They also arranged street plays at village square for public awareness.

Poster presentation competition were organised at multipurpose hall. Volunteers spontaneously participated and presented posters on road safety rules, helmet use, various reasons of accidents and its solutions. Many students visited the presentation
competition. In this activity 210 NSS volunteers and 6 programme officers actively participated.

Shree Vinod Patil, PSI Loni, Vice Principal Prof. D.G. Thorat and other Hon. Shree Vinod Patil, PSI, Loni guided volunteers
Blood donation Camp

The NSS unit of Padmashri Vikhe Patil College, of Arts Science and Commerce, Pravaranagar organized a blood donation camp in collaboration with Pravara Medical Trust blood bank of Pravara Medical College, Pravaranagar on 26th Sep. 2015. The camp began at 10.00 a.m. with a short inaugural function, where Dr. Karle and his five member team were given a floral welcome. Dr. P.P. Pargaonkar and Dr. L.B. Karle expressed his gratitude to the NSS unit of the college for its continuous endeavor in this regard. He also stressed on the growing need of blood in the state and commended the young volunteers for their noble act. The Camp was inaugurated by Principal Dr.Dighe P.M., Dr.Gholap S.S, Dr.Tambe D.S. and Prof. Mrs. Dhimte Madam. 71 volunteers and 09 teaching & non-teaching staff participated in Blood donation camp. At the end 71 units of Blood was collected. The blood donors were given banana Biscuits and frooti after donating the blood in order to re-energize themselves. The blood donors were provided with a blood donation certificate by PMT.
Volunteers participated in Blood Donation camp

Staff Members Donating Blood
Seed Preservation and Community Awareness

Every year seed preservation programme is organised by NSS in camp period. Seed preservation at home and tree plantation awareness campaign is led by volunteers among the villagers.

Help at Kumbhmela

NSS Volunteers provided information of various services and facilities at Holy place Shirdi on the occasion of Kumbhmela organised at Nashik in 2015. 108 NSS volunteers consistently and spontaneously participate to clean Saibaba temple area.

National Harmony day

On 24/08/2015, in College Seminar hall successfully organized National Harmony day during this Principal of college address Volunteers he told India is a vibrant and diverse nation with many people of different castes and religions, speaking different languages are living together in complete harmony. National unity is significant for construction of a complete nation with the aim of “One India, Excellent India” (Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat). 210 Volunteers and 07 programme officers was participated in this programme.
Volunteers take oath of unity

Principal of college addressing Volunteers
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‘Clean and Healthy India Campaign’

A Special NSS Camp was organised in collaboration with Padmashri Vikhe Patil College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Pravaranagar and NSS Department, Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune in academic year 2015-16 at Durgapur, Tal- Rahata, Dist- Ahmednagar from 13th to 19th Dec. 2015. The main theme of the camp was ‘Clean and Healthy India Campaign’.

- **Village Cleanliness Campaign:** Various premises such as Grampanchayat, Society, Primary School, High School, Cleanliness around Anand Baba temple, and sides of road were cleaned to keep forward the main idea of camp i.e. Clean and Healthy India Campaign

![Cleanliness around Anand Baba temple](image1)

![Cleanliness in village](image2)
• **Trees Plantation Programme**: Trees plantation programme was organized by volunteers at the primary school, high school and temple premise.

• **Social Awareness Programmes**: Social programmes are organised in the camp period as per camp daily schedule. Daily exercise, yoga, daily work, value education, self-discipline, health awareness, cleanliness, Save Girl Child Campaign, awareness about Laws, street plays, personality development, national integration and road safety campaign. Cultural programmes were arranged to give exposure to various skills of volunteers.
Road safety campaign

Street plays

- **Organization of ‘Amrutwani’ Programme:** Social, political, cultural and health related various expert lectures were organised during camp period for villagers and volunteers. Dr. S.S. Gholap delivered lecture on Value Education and Volunteers and Prof. R.S. Bhadakwad delivered speech on Geographical Information System on Sunday, 13/12/2015, Dr. N. M. Patil spoke on Meditation and Stress Control and Prof. B. K. Gaikwad talked on Shree Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and His Views on Environmental On Monday, 14/12/2015, along with this Dr. A.S. Wable delivered lecture on Medicinal Plants: Importance and Conservation, Dr. C. D. Rudraksh spoke on My Development, Dr. Shirole G.T. and Prof. S.S. Anarthe talked on Energy Problems and Solutions and Prof. Anuradha Dubey, Home Science College, Loni delivered her speech on Women Empowerment through personality Development.
Dr. Shirole G.T. talking on Energy Problems

Prof. S.S. Anarthe talking on solutions of Energy Problems